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Clay Nash: [00:00:11] Well, good evening, it's 9:00 p.m. Eastern Time, we're on our Tuesday

night call. Tonight, we're going to be focusing on the Senate elections in Iowa, Kansas,

Kentucky and Louisiana. And we're going to be pressing in on them. I know I don't have to

remind you but continue to pray about this conflict; serious conflict. I've heard some personal

reports out of people out of the key area. Things are very, very touchy, very serious there that's

going on. So continue to be in prayer about  that. Tonight's going to be very, very interesting to

see what God does in the midst of this. So  we're blessed tonight.  We've got some Great Hosts

that's going to be on the call and we're going to be pressing into these states, as I said, Iowa,

Kansas, Kentucky and Louisiana. Betty love, you're with us. If you would open us in prayer

tonight and make the declarations that you have in your heart, release the insight that you have.

Betty Love: [00:01:24] Praise God, thank you, Clay. Father, We come boldly into that seated

place, recognizing and acknowledging that you have set us in the heavenly realm in Christ

Jesus. And father out of the right hand command we take our stand as your Ekklesia across this

nation. Father God, standing for righteousness and truth, we give you all glory and honor. We

decree victory before the decree even comes out of our mouth. Father, we acknowledge that we

are warring from a place of victory to see your kingdom come and your will be done on Earth as

it is in heaven. as we are in the ninth night, making our crossing through these forty-four nights

to November 8th, 2022 elections. Father, we come as one and I thank you for every host and

every person that is joined here tonight to function together as one. We thank you for the portion
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that each host is bringing through the revelation that brings revolution in the decrees that are

coming out of our mouth. We thank you for the power of agreement. And Lord, we acknowledge

that it's not by might nor by power, but it is by your spirit. So, Holy Spirit we invite you to come

and hover over this nation. And Lord as these words go forth we decree and declare that they

will be established and they will hit the mark. And Lord, we thank you for fruit and fruit that

stands. that the angelic hosts are mobilized to run on your word. And we are warring and

marching for on this March 1st of 2022, and we give you all the glory. Yay! I heard the Lord

speak two words that he had spoken to me in 12/20. And I know that Jane Hamon is with us

tonight, and I don't believe that's by accident, because when the Lord reminded me of these two

words, he reminded me also of a word that he had given me a few weeks ago. So I'm just going

to begin with that. Pray over the states and then particularly into Iowa and Kentucky. I heard the

Lord say in December of 20: The fair weather friends have fallen. Gideon's army has been

sifted. Now you can win this war. The sharp shooters are in place. Ekkelsia, Take out the giant.

Your new weaponry is fully functional. Exposure is here. They can run, but they can't hide. This

is an open season on giants and men. Giants, for extermination, corrupt men, for elimination

and removal from position."  And I believe the Lord has brought that word forward for now.

Recently, I heard the Lord say: Miramar. National and international  Ekklesia, step into Top Gun

school, land, sea and air supremacy in this hour. I saw a high powered rifle being placed into the

hands of Jane Hamon as she was taking her place in this nation, and she had raised the rifle

and she was taking aim. And the Lord says tonight,  this functioning Ekkleisa and leaders

across this nation are being weaponized to carry out the great exploits of the Lord. His truth is

marching on. I see the governmental mountain throughout the United States being shaken

violently by the hand of God through the decree of the Ekklesia. And Father, tonight we decree,

no one will be able to hold a position that can corrupt the integrity of the new governmental

structure that you have ordained to be established in this nation. Father, we thank you that it is a

kingdom governmental structure that you are establishing in America now that will usher in

healing, revival and awakening in this nation, and it will affect every sphere of society.

Reformation is here and again, I saw the map of the US and the hand of God is holding it up

and he is shaking it. Those that have resisted repentance have lost their grip. They are falling off

the map. Their falling is taking others out with them. And I see empty seats. And the Lord says,

we decree only those appointed by God will be able to fill them. So father, let your purpose in

calling an election stand as we press forward into your righteous, redemptive plan for the 2022

election in our nation, and especially in the states of Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky and Louisiana. We

decree the righteous holding elected positions and appointments, and the chosen candidates



that are running for office and positions will stand in the counsel of the Almighty. Their thoughts

will become agreeable with the will of God. They will have the mind of Christ and through the

counsel of God, they will walk and operate in integrity that represents the vision and values that

this nation was founded upon. Father, we decree that these individuals will have words and

wisdom that their adversaries will not be able to resist or contradict. We decree, Those elected

and appointed to positions will not be held in captivity by a man or darkness. We decree let the

separation begin. Father, separate by your spirit, the men and women unto the places ordained

for them before the foundations of the Earth. Those that will carry out with a spirit of excellence

their assignment and duties of office. Let not the United States electoral process Continue to be

corrupted or influenced by corrupt people, corrupt structures, ungodly alliances and an antichrist

system within and outside of this nation. And tonight as your Ekklesia, we decree exposure. Let

there be an uprooting, a tearing down, a destroying and a completely overthrowing of these

structures for your glory. Let full exposure come now and all be revealed. Father, we decree that

your righteous judgment be released. Let Swift Victory and Swift Justice come into the United

States of America, and especially the states of Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky and Louisiana, in Jesus

name. To those within the state that are believers and are positioned in places of authority and

power who are standing for righteousness and justice, We decree plant your feet firmly,

therefore within the freedom that Christ has won for us and do not let yourself be caught again

in shackles of slavery.

We decree with eyes wide open to the mercies of God. We beg you, we beseech you as an act

of intelligent worship to give your bodies as living sacrifices, consecrated to him and acceptable

by him. Don't let the world around you Squeeze you into your own mold, but let God remold your

minds from within so that you may prove in practice that the plan of God for you is good, meets

all his demands and moves towards the goal of true maturity. Lord, we thank you that in this

hour you are raising up a mature Ekklesia to function in conformity with your will, your plan and

your design for this nation, for the rebuilding and the restoring. Father, we come into agreement

with the prophetic destiny. Your redemptive purposes for our nation and for these states. Father,

let your true righteous plumb line of character; the character of Christ, realign, awaken and

transform our nation for your glory. Iowa your supply lines are open. What is been held up are

blocked in legislation. We decree it's going to move. You are a progressive people with a

beautiful land and a bountiful harvest because you have acknowledged your dependance upon

the Lord for your continued blessing, he is acknowledging you. You are wrapped securely in the

bundle of the living, and the Lord is causing you to remain steadfast in your values. This is



reflected in your governmental desire to vote for righteousness. I hear the Lord saying I AM is

going to remove the unjust judges in your land and restore the judges of old. We bless you,

state of Iowa, in the original intent of the Lord for her people and the land. impact is upon you.

Iowa, you are the corn state, one of the supply and release. I hear the Lord saying I have stored

supplies for such a time as this within the cornfields of this nation. The Corn Belt states are

going to rise up and learn a new way of releasing supply for our nation and what we need for

the future. Lord, let it be So now. Iowa, you shall release food, funds and revelation for the times

ahead. You are a revolutionary people that will bring economic change in our nation. You are

anointed with creativity to take resources, multiply them and release them into this nation in a

new way. You have resources that will continue to be uncovered. But Iowa, you need to step out

of unbelief and we stand with you and we declare that all unbelief is broken off of you. And you

shall stand in faith for the things that God is about to do in your midst. The Lord would say from

you, Iowa. Babylon will begin to change, for I will make supernatural connections from the corn

fields to the supply from this state that will change the course of the church in Iraq. Father, I

thank you for the words of Chuck Pierce: do not look at the confusion in that lan, for you have a

supernatural authority to defeat Babylon in the days ahead. There is a kingly anointing that is

rising up in you, Iowa, that will affect the Middle East. We declare that any evil or darkness in

you shall be broken and the Church of Jesus Christ, the Ekklesia in Iowa, will begin to blossom

with revelation. We agree that a grassroots movement will continue to emerge and bring political

change into the very center and heart of Iowa. We declare that a sword of confusion will come

down into the government and a new unity, A new sound and a new release is coming into the

civil government of Iowa. We declare that the government of God shall rule and reign. The order

of God shall come to Iowa, and we declare that the decrees of God that you make will be heard.

Iowa, you started out as a part of Michigan and Wisconsin territory, but you shall rise up, step

into the destiny that God has for you. You're going to see an award-winning giant vegetables.

I'm going to bless produce. The curse has been broken off the land in Iowa. And father, we

agree with that word spoken through your prophet Chuck Pierce and the words that you are

bringing and releasing as we are agreeing together for the state of Iowa. And father, now we just

step into Kentucky. And father, we thank you for the redemptive plan that you have ordained for

this state. Father, I just want to come into agreement tonight with a word that came out of a

prophetic voice in Kentucky. Cordia (sp?) released this word and father its come to the forefront.

The Lord is activating and accelerating a new street intelligence to calculate the movement

strategies and plans of the enemy. The Lord has revealed that the enemy would weaponize the

law to destroy families, society and this nation, but that plan will be destroyed by the new way



revelation is moving. God is pouring out on his people the wisdom of Revelation 13:18 to

operate, function and display this shrewd intelligence of heaven to stop the evil agenda against

the 50 states of this nation. We decree tonight in agreement with this word as the Ekklesia that

the occult shield that is formed over Kentucky and America by the combining of micro and

macro principalities has been exposed. Heaven has revealed the works of darkness so that they

may be defeated. Jeremiah 51:23-25 is our template to use in this season and through divine

intervention, heaven is weaponizing Christians in America. The Ekklesia in America is God's

War Club and Battle Axe to shatter into pieces the Antichrist systems and structures, demonic

armies, corrupt government orders, decrees and laws, Corrupt governors and officials and the

laboring class systems of darkness. The time is now to move in Acts by paying attention to

legislation. And father, I thank you just for a divine intervention Lord coming into agreement that

change, change, change is upon our nation and is upon the governmental mountains that it is

shaking. And father, we decree that you are positioned people to occupy places of authority on

the governmental mountains. And farther they are poised to take their place even now. Father,

let Kentucky run in the fullness of her birthright and destiny that you have ordained for her. I

heard the Lord say, You are a fine thoroughbred Kentucky; a war horse who has become a war

machine for the Kingdom of God. The state in the Righteous Race, Kentucky, you are running to

win for the nation. So, we decree tonight: Run,  Kentucky, Run. Run the race marked out for

you. There are others that will follow you in this race for righteousness. And finally, we decree,

even as Moses standing on the mountaintop, the Lord has raised his staff of authority over this

state, and I would even say over this nation, victory over the Amalekite spirit is at hand in the

land of Kentucky and for the nation. And we decree, the scepter will not depart from Judah or

the staff from between his feet until he who is right, it is come and the obedience of the people

belongs to him. Kentucky, you have loved righteousness and hated wickedness, therefore, your

God has set you above your companions by anointing you with the oil of gladness. Father, we

thank you for the righteous scepter that has been placed in our hands in this hour to rule and

Reign. For a righteous government that is functioning out of the state of Kentucky and we

decree over our nation and over these states, your throne O God will last forever and ever. And

righteousness will be the sector of your kingdom. So Father, tonight, we decree and declare that

your ordained purposes will stand for these states and our nation. For you, Lord God, are our

judge. You are our law giver, you are our king and you are mighty to save. And so father, we

thank you for a new sound that is rising up out of the ground. And there is a sound coming out

of the heavenlies. We are on the move. We are marching forth. The dance of the two camps.



Heavenly hooves and earthly hooves as we press forward into liberty and justice for our nation,

in Yeshua's name. Amen and Amen.

Clay Nash: [00:19:49] Amen. Thank you, Betty. And I just declare over the state of Louisiana

and over the state of Kansas that that righteous, life-loving conservative seed that is in the

people there is going to prevail in this Senate race this year. I thank you also, father, that we're

going to see the Senate and the House taken back. We are already seeing a lame duck

president in more ways than one, but we declare as the Senate and the House is swept over

into a conservative, more conservative values, we declare that it is going to bind up the socialist

liberal agenda of the Biden administration. We declare that now. So let Louisiana be stirred. Let

Kansas be stirred. Let all four of these states be stirred and let that righteous life-giving seed

that is there within your people. Let it speak loud. Let it be part of the turning point of this nation.

But let that voices out of all four states be amplified at this time in this nation. In Yeshua's name,

Amen. Pat, what's in your heart?

Pat McManus: [00:21:17] Thank you for the opportunity to be with you guys, and I'm also going

to pray for Iowa and Kentucky, but there's a couple of thoughts that I had in one of the prophetic

words that Chuck released. It says that the Lord is coming to align Iowa and  the occult

structures will topple. And so I began to just praying into that. So father, I thank you that you are

realigning Iowa into a clear ascended identity. That father, you are giving keys to dismantle the

structures and systems that have been permeating across the state. Father, I declare in the

Cedar Rapids that you will experience the greatness of the name of the father. That you will

experience the sound of the trumpet call to realign into the identity of which God said of yours to

walk in. And we declare into  Des Moines, Iowa that the governance of God will begin to

permeate from that place and there will be a shifting into realigned identity. And there will be a

movement that will truly cause the wind of Holy Spirit to blow. That there is an advancing of the

strategies of the heart of the Father beginning to move with such authority and power to give the

dismantling structures that will crumble and fall. In this day, we declare into Iowa that you will

advance into the understanding of the heart of all that he is and be able to see the fulfillment of

the word come to pass in the land. So Des Moines, realign.Cedar Rapids, come into the right, a

place of a purpose and destiny, and begin to topple the structures that have been permeating

across the land. We declare that life and liberty will be truly your portion and being able to walk

fully in the expression of the heart of the father. We declare into Kentucky: receive the fresh

breath of the wind of Holy Spirit that's blowing upon the land. We declare that the foundations of



what's been established in the past, the wells that have been permeating within will begin to

unlock again in the days ahead. That there's a fresh move that will reorder the very framework

of the land. And there will be the move again of a fresh outpouring of a movement of God that

will establish from east to west and north to south. We declare int you Louisville: begin to

receive the expression of the power and the glory of my name. For the Lord says I'm going to

shake even the very core of the region. I'm going to realign the structures within. Im going to

cause my glory to manifest in ways that you've never seen. So the Lord says get ready for that,

which is about to take place. Prepare your hearts to move into alignment with me, and you shall

see the fulfillment of what I'm about to do. For the Lord says,  I'm unlocking the ancient days

and I'm causing a restoration to be restored within. And I'm Releasing the expression of the

truths of my hand to go forth and reclaim the land. So we say to the governance that is there:

receive the fullness of the Kingdom of God and realign according to the purpose of my name.

And we say that you will come into the right aligned fullness and identity to fulfill the purpose of

what I've created you for. So father,  we declare righteous justice and true sense of the elections

and all this stuff going on in these states. Lord, that they will see the Kingdom of God

established and that the fullness of His heart will be revealed. We thank you, father, for what

you're about to do. We honor you, Lord in Jesus name. Amen and Amen .

Clay Nash: [00:24:51] Amen Pat, appreciate that. Very strong. Jane Hamon, good to have you

with us tonight. What has God got in your heart?

Jane Hamon: [00:25:00] So good to be with everybody again tonight. I'm going to speak just a

little bit over each state, but mostly focused on Kansas. Kansas was actually --the city of

Kansas City, in both Missouri and Kansas, were both established on a well of revival. It was

breaking out among the Native American peoples. One of the first massive revivals that

happened over the Native American people back in 1828. So, father, we just declare that

Kansas will once again be a place of revival, a place of your spirit. Lord that it's even called from

the most ancient times of the city. It's called a prophetic city. And so, Lord, we know that we saw

the prophets and the prayer movement rise up there, father God, with the Kansas City prophets.

But Lord, we believe that there is a new day. There is a new way that you're making for Kansas,

Lord, that is not just for the church, but it's for the government and the governance over that

land. Kansas means the people of the South wind. And Lord, we declare right now, Father God,

that the wind of the Spirit of God is blowing over Kansas. that literally the South Wind in Job

37:9  says that out of the south comes the world wind. it is not just the place of a south wind, but



it's the place of the world wind. And so, father, we thank you, Lord, that even in the Hebrew

language Lord,  South wind means the right hand. Its a symbol of power, a symbol of authority

and a symbol of strength. So we thank you, Lord, that you are raising your right hand over the

state of Kansas and you are setting things right in that land. You are setting things right over that

state, Father God, in every major city, in every major group of people within that state Lord. We

thank you, God, that your right hand of victory is being raised and we decree a release of

spiritual power, authority and strength be released over Kansas in this next election season. We

decree that you're raising your right hand a victory and you're silencing every whirlwind of the

enemy, every swirl of confusion and corruption, every root of racism, every assignment of

complacency. And I just hear the Lord saying that as the whirlwind caught Elijah up and then

released a double portion mantle to the Earth. So the Lord says, I'm going to release a spiritual

whirlwind over Kansas that is going to mantle this state for this next election season. There are

those who have anointed to walk in the double portion power to bring transformation not just to

the state but to the nation, just as Elijah moved into a supernatural season of miracles and signs

and wonders. So God says I am raising up Elijahs in the state who will move into this double

portion anointing, transforming the cities of the state operating in governmental anointing and

authority. And yes, even seeing the overthrow of Jezebel over the nation, there are those rising

up from Kansas that are going to be used of God to overthrow the reign of Jezebel over this

nation. It is time for Kansas to rise up. It is time for the Elishas to rise up. Also, Kansas is known

as the heart of the nation. If you talk to anybody in Kansas City, they say that's the motto of their

city, is that they are the heart of the nation. And so, Lord, we decree over the heart of the nation,

God that the spiritual artery in the heart of America are being unblocked, unclogged, so that the

lifeblood of revival, reformation and awakening can freely flow. We decree Father God that out

of Kansas is going to flow. Righteousness and justice out of Kansas is going to flow trace,

where there have been lies, farther, out of Kansas is going to flow a new authority that will

overthrow every illegitimate throne, every illegitimate authority that the enemy has tried to

construct over that place, over that center place of the land. We decree a new season of

awakening. A new season of outpouring Lord. We even pray over the Native American people,

father God, that are in that area. Father, that were there from the very beginning days. Lord that

experience the power of God that this entire city was built on revival. It was built on the Native

American tribes and the glory of God being poured out. We just decree the glory of God is going

to be poured out over Kansas. And Father God, in that glory, you are going to raise up those

that will stand for righteousness and will stand for justice in Jesus name. Over Louisiana, I just

heard the Lord say  that there's an atmospheric shift taking place over the state of Louisiana. So



we decree Father God that the heavens are shifting over Louisiana. But God, the Earth is

responding. The heavens are open, but the Earth is responding and there is a shift from

darkness to light. We decree that the forces of darkness, delusion and confusion that have been

over this state empowered by what's going on now with the Mardi Gras spirit and all the occult

forces that are partnering right now in the state, making plans, making schemes, creating

schemes to overthrow righteousness, father, we decreed that they themselves will be

overthrown. We decree Father God that there's a sound of worship that's arising in this state,

father God. There's a sound that's going to begin to arise up out of this state. Lord, it's been

known for witchcraft. It's been known for darkness. But God it's going to be known, Father God,

for light and life. Its  Going to be known as a miracle center, father God. And so I thank you,

Father God, that there is an opening of the eyes of the people to vote differently than they have

ever voted before. Lord, that there are some that have voted Democrat their whole lives

because they think that's what they're supposed to do. But God, we decree there's an opening

up of the eyes, father God. And a cry in the midst of the state that enough is enough. Lord, I just

hear you just decreeing that over Louisiana, enough is enough. So Lord, you're going to raise

up the worship teams. You're going to raise up the prophets out of Louisiana. And I decree

Isaiah 30: 31, which declares over this state: the voice of the Lord will shatter the enemy. That

his scepter will strike them down. And as elections take place, I decree that the plans of

darkness, which have been hidden by occult powers, will be revealed. every scheme, every

plan, every occultic hidden thing that's being devised to thwart free and fair elections in this

state. We just decree now, Father God, that the voice of the Lord is shattering the enemy. The

voice of the Lord is going forth and is dispelling and is causing a scattering to happen even in

the camp of the enemy as the voice of the Lord goes forth. We decree that Louisiana will be a

land of righteousness. It will be a transformed state and a state that will stand for righteousness

and truth, in Jesus name. I hear the Lord saying over Kentucky that that's not just a place of

race horses like the Kentucky Derby, but that God says he's raising up war horses in the state

who are going to break through the enemy's front line defense, and they're going to open up an

advancement for the Kingdom of God. The war horses are rising in Kentucky, they're rising up,

they're breaking through the religious spirit.They're breaking through the religious barriers that

the enemy has had around this state. And there is a spirit of breakthrough that is coming. And

it's almost like, I see, I just keep seeing the phrase old time religion, and it's almost like-- not in

not a good way, an old time religious spirit that wants to dig trenches in this state to keep people

from advancing. And so, father, we break them out of that God. Put them on the backs of these

war horses. Send down your angelic war horses, father, over this state and cause Kentucky to



step fully into their calling as a breaker state, a breaker anointing, father God. We decree Lord

that in the next election season, Father God, that you are going to put men and women in

position in this state, Father God, that are going to carry this breaker anointing. That are going

to carry this war horse anointing, father God, that are going to break people out of their

trenches, break people out of their their divisiveness and their bitterness. Father, you're going to

break people out of the place, father God, where they have been stuck and you're going to bring

them into an advancing season over the state of Kentucky. We decree it now God, let Kentucky

rise up and fulfill her destiny as a breaker and let these men and women God that are anointed

and appointed for office rise up, Father God, as mighty warhorses, father God, to break through

the enemies front line. And Lord, just one thing that I want to just decree over Iowa. I just hear

the Lord saying You are small but mighty. And I'm going to take you from a place of seeming

obscurity to a place of prominence and influence. There's a Gideon anointing on the state of

Iowa that we'll see some things overturned against impossible odds. And God is raising up

some Gideons in this state that will not look at the natural. But they will look to the supernatural.

They will not look at what seems to be impossible, but they will go after it with all their heart

knowing they've heard the word of the Lord. So father, let the Gideon's arise in Iowa. Let the

Gideon's arise, Father God, in this place, God, that seems to be sometimes the overlooked or

forgotten. But Lord, there is a mighty, mighty Gideon anointing that is being raised up Father

God. And there are mighty men and women of war, mighty men and women of valor that are

being brought to the frontline of battle in the political realm. Father God, there's also some

Pastors, Father God, some pastors and some spiritual leaders that are going to rise up out of

Iowa father that are going to have a tremendous spiritual warfare anointing upon their lives

father that are going to carry the word of the Lord in their mouth, father god, and the sword in

their hand, like Gideon did. The sword of the Lord in Gideon over the state of Iowa. We decree

Father God that anointing God to  vanquish the enemy's plans. To scatter the enemy's plans

and to see victory against impossible odds in that state in the name of Jesus. Amen.

Clay Nash: [00:35:19] Amen. Thank you, Jane, for that. Everyone out there on the call

remember that the recording will be posted tomorrow. The transcription will come out as quickly

as we can get it transcribed. I want to speak in Kentucky. I got a stirring as Jane was speaking.

This was prophesied several years ago, but the Lord is saying the sons of Eli are still seeking to

possess and control the Ark of the Covenant, and they must be rooted out of that state. For they

are causing a false pseudo movement of the apostolic and prophetic in the state, and they're

holding back that breakthrough. But the Lord said as the ministers and people of Kentucky rise



up and begin to pray out and begin to root out the sons of Eli, that the Ark of the Covenant is

going to come into possession of the Ekklesia and as it does watch and see as the Tree of Life

spreads broadly, broadly over the state of Kentucky. But you must focus on the sons of Eli and

deal with them in a righteous manner. But root them out so that they can no longer seek to

control the Ark of the Covenant. All right. That's for Kentucky. David Hertel, what's in your heart?

Dave Hertle: [00:36:40] Yes, sir, I just wanted to pray over my home state of Kansas, I was

born there, I was born again there. I was baptized in the Arkansas River and in Kansas, and I

was baptized in the river, the Holy Spirit in Topeka, Kansas, where I later learned the church had

rediscovered the river of the Holy Spirit on New Year's Day 1901. I agree completely with all the

declarations Jane made over Kansas. And we thank you, Lord, they're coming to pass and I

want to just agree again and declare the word Dutch had over Kansas. We declare it again in

agreement with what came forth through him. Kansas, you are a friend of God. You are Hebron

state. You are a God honoring Caleb-spirited Abraham, DNA state. We will recover everything

that has been stolen and transformation will begin in America from you, Kansas. All those who

come up in this Hebron state will see the church become one and will sustain God's kingdom

when the world structures fall. We speak Favor, Favor over representative Senator Jerry Moran,

who Kansas first elected to the United States Senate in 2010. And according to the Center for

Effective Lawmaking, Senator Moran was the seventh most effective Republican senator, 116th

Congress, and since joining the Senate, he has been a leading advocate for protecting and

preserving the special way of life in Kansas. But more importantly, he is and always has been

pro-life. A protector of the unborn. Life is precious, he says, and deserves our respect and

protection. Science demonstrates that each human life begins at conception, and I believe he's

speaking that the right to life is guaranteed by the US constitution invested in each human being

and this life is sacred and must be defended. We declare a clear and decisive victory for Jerry

Moran as he seeks to return and honor you, Lord in the Senate work you've called him to serve

the kingdom in. So we declare Jeremiah 51;20 : you will be my battle ax, says the Lord, a

weapon of war. With you I will break nations in pieces and I will destroy the kingdoms of the

wicked one. In Psalm 116:11. We declare over Kansas Lord You will show Kansas the path of

life. Your presence will bring it fullness of joy and at your right hand, Kansas will find pleasure

forevermore, and Kansas will fulfill its destiny as the center of the nation, and it will center the

nation as one nation under God again in Jesus name. We declare and give you the glory For it

lord. Amen .



Clay Nash [00:39:13] Amen David.  And as you were declaring, I heard the Lord say over

Kansas that there are many people that carry the heart, the passion, the mantle and the

authority that you've seen displayed in Sam Brownback. And the Lord said, If you'll just stir

yourself, I'll stir you even greater. And I'll bring you from out of the bulrushes. For 've had you

hidden for such a time. You watch and see the awakening that will be released in Kansas. You

watch and see as I release the Word of the Lord and cause great passion to be stirred there.

For there's a great army being stirred and being formed, and not only will awakening come to

Kansas, the Lord said it will become a state of reformation. it will become even a pattern and a

prototype to the nation. Watch and see as awakening and reformation begin to come together

and be married together in the state of Kansas. And as it is, says the Lord, I will show you

transformation in the state of Kansas that will cause people to come and visit, people to come

and want to be touched by it. watch and see what's ahead for Kansas, says the Lord. Okay,

Greg Hood, What do you have in your heart? Greg, are you with us?

Regina Shank: [00:40:46] I think he's after me.

Clay Nash: [00:40:47] I got you now.

Greg Hood: [00:40:50] Oh. I thought I was after Regina, but I'll go when you say go.

Clay Nash: [00:40:55] OK. Who was there somebody ahead of you? Am I getting ahead of

things?

Greg Hood: [00:41:00] Regina?

Clay Nash: [00:41:02] All right. I do. I did. Regina, not try to leave you out. You go ahead and

Greg, you follow her.

Greg Hood: [00:41:07] okay.

Regina Shank: [00:41:08] Okay. So I want to continue with Kansas. for the Lord says that from

the Flint Hills of Kansas, a fire will start that will ignite the center of the nation and will spread to

other states in America. And so we decree this over Kansas, God. As we say, this is a wheat

state as well. And there will be a great harvest there in the name of Jesus. And I decree over

Kansas that the wooden thrones of man are being uprooted and removed for they are

mockeries to what God wants to establish in that state. And so that which has been built by man

that is wooden from man's heart and man's ways will be uprooted and will be removed from

kansas. And for Missouri who is Kansas' next door neighbor and we share a city, Kansas City,

Lord, we thank you for that prophecy over Kansas City. Missouri is hooked to Kansas City,

Kansas, and we will see that revival come forth from Kansas and will spread to other states



nearby. And I want to decree over Kentucky. I was looking at Kentucky, and of course, Cane

Ridge came from Kentucky, but that county is called Bourbon County, and I began to see that

God is going to cause Kentucky to not be drunk with worldly pleasures, referring to bourbon but

be filled with the Holy Spirit. And then when Jane was prophesying over that and about the

horses, I was reminded of Jeremiah 12:5 and it says: if you have raced with men on foot and

they have worn you out, how can you compete with horses? But I decree over Kentucky,  they

will compete with horses, they will run the race and they will win it. The race will be won by

Kentucky in this next election. And so, Lord,  We thank you for that, for Kentucky, and they will

walk in freedom. They will be a state that will set captives free. and I was looking at  Iowa and I

kept hearing the words I owe ya.  Instead of Iowa. And so I felt like the Lord was saying that he's

going to return the inheritance of Iowa to Iowa.  That many prodigals are going to come home in

that state. And when the prodigal came home, he got his inheritance. And I believe that there's

an inheritance for the state of Iowa. And Iowa, you haven't gotten all of that yet. But when those

prodgials start coming home, your inheritance will rise up and you will become that which God

has called you to be. And the wind is blowing upon that state as well. And I was thinking about

Louisiana, that false structure that was there and it is falling. That structure is being removed by

the spirit of God. And we also come against that occult structure in Louisiana that it is going to

fall and God is going to have his way is the state of Louisiana. And we prophesy over all four of

those states: There's a shifting that's happening. And It's going to happen at the polls. And I

heard three No's for all of those. I heard no buying votes for this next election., no fraud at the

polls and no devious manipulation. And then I heard three yeses. There's a yes to the rising up

of God's people in those four states to not only go to the polls, but have an outspoken voice to

speak at the polls and over the polls that God will raise up intercession in those four states of

people who will speak what God is going to do, what God is going to bring breakthrough to in

those states and they will have breakthrough. Also, yes, to God's choice in those legislative

positions, there will not be those that are seeking a seat in those places that will get it. God, we

thank you that you will have your choice and we say yes to voices of liberty and freedom and

restoration. And I heard this for all four states. Sometimes there is a position that was in that

state and that person isn't there anymore, but the seat they were sitting in was not cleansed.

And I believe that we have to take stewardship over those seats. So when seats are removed

legislatively and another person sits in it. I decree the intercessors are going to rise up and

begin to clean that old seat so that that new person sits in a clean seat in those states. So, Lord,

we decree that you're going to clean the seats that those people who were in them that didn't do

what you wanted them to do, that they soiled those seats and they caused them to be defiled.



And so Lord, we decree over all four of those states, those  defiled seats will be cleansed and

there will be people sitting in them that will follow after your heart and walk in your purposes,

Lord. For each of those states: Louisiana, Iowa, Kentucky and Kansas in the name of Jesus.

And we thank you, father, you're going to have those states for your purposes in Jesus name.

Amen.

Clay Nash: [00:46:33] Amen. Thank you for Regina, and I heard the word of the Lord come to

Wichita. And I heard the Lord say Wichita, you will become a hub of awakening and revival. The

Lord said that there is a singing in the wirers of Wichita. And the Lord said, You also will become

a line drawn in the sand in that state, a line that has been drawn so that the enemy will know

that there is awakening coming. And The lord said., Watch and see, Wichita, the revival that

shall come forth from you in the next season. Watch and see As many hearts that have been

troubled there are going to become solid, surrendered to the Lord. Watch and see that which

has whined in that state shall become a distinct sound. And that distinct sound will cause a

shaking to the states surrounding Kansas, says the Lord. Greg Hood, what's in your heart?

Greg Hood: [00:47:39] Hey, Clay, thank you, man. Just so thankful to be on here with you guys

tonight. {inaudible} on my heart. Since you posted, we'll be praying into it. I know I've lived there

in the past, planted a church there way back when. And I just as I was praying into it, I felt the

challenge to be released to the people of the state of Louisiana. And it's not just challenge, but I

believe it's an assignment and God's calling the Ekklesia in Louisiana to begin to step up and to

step into your prophetic calling, your prophetic blueprint that God's drawn about you and that

he's planned about you. I believe that the spirit of the Lord has  spoken to my heart that

Louisiana, you're having the blanket pulled off of you. That's Just what I saw. Like the ripping

back of covers on a bed. Oh, I can remember when I was a boy and we'd,  you know, when

you're younger, you like to sleep a long time, and my dad would come in there in the  bedroom

when we would sleep too late and he would just rip the covers back and demand that we get out

of bed. So I rip the covers back off of you, Louisiana tonight And I decree that the Ekklesia is

coming into a deeper place of consciousness in Jesus name. You are awakening to a new level.

You are awakening to a clarity of your assignment in the nation and in the nations that you have

not had thus far. God is bringing you into a place that you are shaking yourself and you are

coming to your senses. And when I say senses, I don't mean just to know, you know, where you

are and that type of thing, but you are coming into a place to where your senses are heightened.

Your discernment is coming into another level. And from Louisiana, the Ekklesia is going to



begin to be stirred and going to begin to focus on not only what God is doing within your state,

but you're going to begin to sow into the nations. And I heard the spirit of the Lord say that I'm

calling you Louisiana, into your kingly anointing. You've been named after a king and now you're

being invaded by the king of Kings. The king of Kings. Jesus is stepping in to you, and he is

stirring your royal anointing. I decree over you today that the bloodline of the earthly king from

which you are named after is being shifted today to the bloodline of your heavenly king. Your

crown is changing. I see the spirit of the Lord recrowning you, moving one crown off of you. And

that was a crown that many have of a crown of entitlement, a crown of the old way, a crown of

loyalty to a crown. And the Lord says that he's recrowning you, louisiana. As I'm saying this, I'm

seeing a measuring stick and God stuck the stick of measuring within you, Louisiana. And he

began to say that your poverty is high, but he is decreasing your poverty. You're going to begin

to be prosperous in a way that you've never been prosperous before. You're going to begin to

see the poverty level that you've been accustomed to begin to fall. So I decree today that the

bottom is falling out of that which has held you into a place of poverty, into a place of ranking

among those that would be towards the last in education, in jobs and in finances. And I decree

over you today, Louisiana, that you are stepping into your royal heavenly bloodline. And you're

beginning to see the wind of the spirit shift you and change you. For the wind has blown from

the Gulf up into you. But now the wind of the spirit is going to begin to blow from the top of your

border down the Mississippi River and begin to cleanse you and begin to wash you and drive

those things out into the sea. I don't know-- have all of the revelation on what I'm about to say. I

don't understand it, but I heard the Lord say that the spirit of Yam is being driven out of you.

Those things that have held your banks. Those things that have dwelt in your shallow waters.

The Lord is driving it out into the sea, and you're going to begin to see a deliverance and a

cleansing, Louisiana, like you have never done before or seen before. I release over you today

that royal authority that is within you. I see a royal thread stretching from you, Baton Rouge, all

the way to Quebec,  into Montreal, Canada. And I heard the Lord say that this thread that is

stretching from Baton Rouge into Montreal is a thread of awakening and revival. For it will not

be those in the other parts of Canada that will see the explosion as they've seen it in the past.

But God is releasing something from Louisiana to bring awakening in Quebec. And I hear the

spirit of the Lord saying as this begins to happen, Quebec is going to begin to see a righteous

squaring of their shoulders and a stiffening up their back to begin to bring a revolution within the

nation of Canada. So I call you up into that royal anointing Louisiana and I decree from you it's

going to begin to be a release from your capital and from your state, even the northern part of

your state into Canada, where you play a part in their revolution. You play a part in their



awakening. You play a part in the reviving of that nation and bringing it back into what God is

called her to be. So, Father today, I thank you, crowns have been traded. A new crown has

been put upon her and I decree today, lord, even out of Zacharias Chapter three, verse four, he

spoke and he said: to those who were standing before him, remove the filthy garment from him.

And again he said to him, See that I've taken your iniquity away from you and I've told you with

festive robes. So, the Lord is saying today he's taking away from you the old festive robes that

have been filthy, that have been stained with the world and have been dipped in the blood of the

innocent. And God is changing your garments into a festive robe that's going to begin to bring

about rejoicing and celebration of awakening and revival. This is your day, Louisiana. This is

your time. God is baptizing you afresh with revival and with awakening. So Lord, today, i decree

the filthy garments are removed. the iniquity in the land, that is removed. And father, you are

bringing about a new garment, a new mantle, a new robe upon the state of Louisiana. Father, I

hear you saying today that you are redeeming, dear father, the Creole in the state of Louisiana

and the French, and you're bringing them into a place of inheritance's restored. Father, Ijust see

much wealth coming into the them as they begin to step into revival and awakening. I thank you,

lord, its going to begin to start even in the backwaters, in the swamps, in the hidden places in

the tucked away places, father. There is a moving of Holy Spirit that is driving out religion that

has been ingrained and brought iniquity within the state and is bringing a Kingdom Standard, a

kingdom standard, in Jesus' mighty name. And Lord, you're saying again today that you're

bringing Louisiana into a place that they'll walk in your ways if they'll surrender their hearts, if

they'll press in and wake up. You're bringing them into a place that they will be in charge of your

courts. I heard the Spirit of the Lord say that he is desiring to expose and raise one up from the

state of Louisiana to sit on the Supreme Court of this land. For there are two vacancies that will

begin to come in this nation. And The Lord said, I would desire a man from that state to be one

that would see it on the court of this land. So father, we call that forth today and we decree that

Louisiana will give birth to that one that will sit on the highest court of this land and will rule by

the crown of heaven, not by the crown of man, not by the crown of Louis, not by the crown of

culture, but by the Crown, Father, of Heaven. So Lord, We just seal this today, in Jesus name.

Amen. That was the state of my heart tonight , Clay.

Clay Nash: [00:57:41] Amen. Good stuff, Greg. And I heard the Lord say, Louisiana, The days

of Saul troubling The people are over. For the trading of this king's crown to the King of Heaven.

The Lord said, Watch, listen and look for the report of a freshwater pearl that will be spoken of

across the nation. And when the freshwater pearl is discovered, says the Lord, know that it is a



validation that Louisiana is now becoming a pearl of great price to this nation. Watch and see

the value that I bring out of the state of Louisiana. For once again, the river shall run backwards.

But this river shall be a river of Holy Spirit. For it shall Come out of the Bay of Holy Spirit and it

shall go up through the Tree of Life, the Mississippi River Basin, and it will carry with it life.

watch and see as it runs backwards again. For there's a spiritual flood coming to the basin

again, that shall come out of Louisiana, out of the Bay of Holy Spirit there and it shall flow up,

says the Lord.

Greg Hood: [00:58:54] I hear one more thing about Louisiana, Clay. For the intercessors and

the apostolic leader's,the  Ekklesia in Louisiana. I hear the spirit of the Lord say, to begin to call

Bobby Jindal out of a place of being hidden and back into the public eye, in a way. For there is

another seat of authority that God wants to give Bobby Jindal. So begin to pray into that

Louisiana, begin to decree into that and begin to prophesy into what God is wanting to do. For

God has transplanted that man there to be a seed of righteousness that comes forth to bring

glory, the glory cloud from that state into the nation.

Clay Nash: [00:59:38] Amen. Amen. Amen. Any of the hosts that's on got a real strong stirring

of something you need to release?

Regina Shank: [00:59:48] Yeah, Clay. This is Regina. I was, when you guys were prophesying,

I began to see a rain from heaven coming down on the state of Kentucky, and that rain began to

soak the land of Kentucky to the place that the seeds of revival that had been planted in the

state historically were going to sprout again. And there will be a new revival coming forth out of

those hills and out of even the cities of Kentucky for the reign of God is going to fall on that

state. And those seeds that were there historically are going to sprout again and again.

Clay Nash: [01:00:29] Amen. we come in agreement with that. Anyone else got a stirring? All

right. It's been an awesome, awesome call. As always we'll get the recording posted just as

quick as we can, and I promise you that LaKeshia will be working on transcribing this entire

word so that those of you in these states can find those prophetic words that were released

tonight. And I know I don't have to, but I feel the need to remind you that, Paul said to Timothy,

he said according to the prophetic words that have come about over you, war a good warfare.

You know, prophecies are not just something to get excited about. They are weapons of

warfare. So as we get these transcribed, you get them into your hands, get them out to the



intercessors across these states. Lets war with them. And somebody might be listening and say,

Well, you know, how does this really apply to the Senate? Every one of these words are words

that are chipping away at the corruption the anti-Christ spirit is trying to work in these states so

that there can be righteous elections in the Senate and the House in these states. So press into

that. Tomorrow at 222, we're going to be back on the wall. Going to be praying again. today was

very, very powerful and it will increase this week and we'll be releasing towards the end of the

week the states that we'll be praying into next Tuesday night. Thank all the hosts for being on.

You are a tremendous blessing. And you just make this call So rich, so powerful and so

awesome. Thank you. But don't forget about all of the participants that are so faithful to call in

daily and they are on Tuesday night. They add their declaration, their decrees, their prayers and

their power of agreement. Thank you all for being on. And remember every Monday through

Friday at 2:22 eastern time, we're on the wall. We're battling for this nation. It's a triumphant

prayer call for righteousness. God bless you.


